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Abstract18
19

Trees must simultaneously balance their CO2 uptake rate via stomata, photosynthesis, the20
transport rate of sugars and rate of sugar utilization in sinks while maintaining a favourable21
water and carbon balance. We demonstrate using a numerical model that it is possible to22
understand stomatal functioning from the viewpoint of maximizing the simultaneous23
photosynthetic production, phloem transport, and sink sugar utilization rate under the24
limitation that transpiration driven hydrostatic pressure gradient set for those processes. A25
key feature in our model is that non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis increase with26
decreasing leaf water potential and/or increasing leaf sugar concentration and are thus27
coupled to stomatal conductance. Maximizing the photosynthetic production rate using a28
numerical steady-state model leads to stomatal behaviour that is able to reproduce the well-29
known trends of stomatal behaviour in response to e.g. light, VPD, ambient CO230
concentration, soil water status, sink strength, and xylem and phloem hydraulic conductance.31
We show that our results for stomatal behaviour are very similar to the solutions given by the32
earlier models of stomatal conductance derived solely from gas exchange considerations. Our33
modeling results also demonstrate how the “marginal cost of water” in the unified stomatal34
conductance model and the optimal stomatal model could be related to plant structural and35
physiological traits, most importantly, the soil-to-leaf hydraulic conductance.36

37
Introduction38

39
Water and carbon exchange occur in opposing directions in a tightly controlled manner at the40
vegetation-atmosphere interphase through stomatal openings in the leaves of vascular plants.41
The loss of water from the leaves to the atmosphere is replaced with water flow from soil42
through the xylem, while part of the xylem sap flow is needed for turgor driven transport of43
the assimilated carbohydrates in the phloem from leaves to sites of consumption in sugar44
sinks. Xylem transport and water uptake by roots have to maintain the rate of water loss by45
transpiration from the leaves, or stomatal closure will have to occur to prevent excessive46
decrease in xylem water potential and the associated plant dehydration and run-away47
embolism in the xylem (Tyree and Sperry, 1988). Similarly, symplastic osmotic48
concentrations need to match the hydrostatic pressure drop in the leaves and phloem transport49



and utilization of photosynthates in sinks have to match the rate of carbon assimilation in50
photosynthesis, or carbohydrate accumulation will eventually force stomatal closure and51
down-regulation of photosynthesis (Paul and Foyer, 2001).52

53
While the exchange of water between leaves and atmosphere is determined solely by stomatal54
conductance and water vapour concentration difference (VPD) between the intercellular55
spaces and ambient air, the situation for CO2 exchange is more complex. The CO256
concentration difference between the ambient air and intercellular spaces is dependent on the57
rate of CO2 consumption inside the leaf mesophyll cells. There are complex feedbacks58
between the amount of light energy, leaf internal CO2 concentration and the internal state of59
the leaf, e.g. its water and carbohydrate relations (Paul and Pellny, 2003) which are further60
connected to the state of whole tree water and carbon status through xylem and phloem61
transport (Nikinmaa et al., 2013). While the trade-off between CO2 assimilation and water62
vapour loss has been extensively treated in connection with plant water relations, the63
connection between transpiration driven hydrostatic pressure and the photosynthesis driven64
osmotic pressure has not, although the latter has implications for assimilate transport and to65
their use in growth (e.g. DeSchepper and Steppe, 2010; Hölttä et al., 2010). Due to the66
osmotic properties of the most common form of assimilated sugars, there is a relatively67
narrow margin between the feasible apoplastic water pressure and symplastic sugar68
concentration to maintain turgor pressure within physiologically reasonable limits, and69
indeed, disruptions in this balance have been suggested as one major cause of drought related70
mortality (McDowell et al., 2011; Sevanto et al., 2014).71

72
Stomatal responses to environmental and internal factors have been under rigorous study for73
the past decades, but the topic is still far from being understood. Our present understanding74
on stomatal behaviour is mainly based on relations of gas exchange at the leaf surfaces (Ball75
et al., 1987; Medlyn et al., 2011). Stomata appear to respond to VPD and light in a manner76
which optimizes water loss per carbon gain in a given leaf environment (e.g. Hari and Mäkelä77
2003; Medlyn et al., 2011). In addition, factors not directly connected to leaf level relations78
such as soil water availability (eg. Tuzet et al., 2003; Duursma et al., 2008), changes in xylem79
conductivity (Sperry et al., 1993), and the utilization of photosynthates in sinks (Körner,80
2003) are known to play an important role in stomatal regulation. It is well acknowledged81
that many whole-plant level traits are involved in stomatal regulation, but a coherent82
framework that includes all of these is lacking. It has also become evident during recent years83
that besides the changes in stomatal conductance, also changes in mesophyll conductance and84
the biochemistry of photosynthesis contribute to the rate of photosynthetic production. The85
changes in mesophyll conductance are known to vary according to e.g. environmental86
conditions, even on time scales as short as minutes (e.g. Flexas et al., 2008, 2012; Kaiser et87
al., 2015) and the changes in mesophyll conductance and stomatal conductance appear to be88
tightly coupled (e.g. Gago et al., 2016). Also the biochemistry of photosynthesis, i.e.89
carboxylation efficiency, has been found to change diurnally even during non-water stressed90
conditions (e.g. Guo et al., 2009, Buckley and Diaz Espejo, 2015). Although the details on91
how the stomatal and non-stomatal factors controlling photosynthesis are co-regulated are92
still missing, stomatal conductance and mesophyll conductance have typically been found to93
change in parallel (Flexas et al., 2008).94

95
In this study, we develop a whole-tree-level theoretical framework to explain stomatal96
behaviour, and present a model linking source (leaf gas exchange) and sink (sugar utilization97
and soil water uptake) relations through xylem and phloem transport. The model is used to98
demonstrate how stomatal gas exchange is constrained by soil water status, sink strength,99



xylem and phloem transport, and the state of photosynthetic machinery as well its sensitivity100
to local water and sugar status, in addition to the leaf level environmental conditions. The101
model employed is a steady state simplification of the dynamic model used in Nikinmaa et al.102
(2013), where it was demonstrated that the stomatal behaviour of trees could be predicted by103
maximizing the instantaneous phloem mass transport rate. In relation to Nikinmaa et al.104
(2013), the steady state formulation presented here is more straightforward, easier to105
implement, and allows a closed form solution of the equations. We use the model to106
demonstrate that the stomatal behaviour of trees can be understood quite far in terms of107
maximizing the photosynthetic rate while being able to transport the assimilated sugars108
through the phloem and utilize the sugars in sinks in steady state (Hölttä and Nikinmaa,109
2013).110

111
A key feature in our model is that it allows for the impact of source-sink linking to stomatal112
behaviour through the feedback between non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis mediated113
by leaf water and/or carbohydrate status. We use the term non-stomatal limitations to114
photosynthesis to describe the decrease in photosynthesis rate for a given internal leaf CO2115
concentration, light level and temperature. The non-stomatal limitations arise due to e.g.116
metabolic impairment of photosynthesis and/or decrease in mesophyll conductance (Flexas117
and Medrano, 2002). In our model framework the feedback between stomatal and non-118
stomatal limitations to photosynthesis arises as stomatal opening monotonically decreases119
leaf water potential and increases leaf sugar concentration (as shown in the results section).120

121
Our approach offers a coherent framework of stomatal regulation within whole tree122
physiology. The predictions for stomatal control using our model approach span over a wider123
range of environmental, structural and physiological conditions in comparison to earlier124
stomatal control models. Our model predictions for stomatal conductance are demonstrated to125
be very similar to the predictions given by the “unified stomatal control model” (e.g. Medlyn126
et al., 2011) and the “optimal stomatal conductance model” (e.g. Hari and Mäkelä, 2003).127

128
Results129

130
Leaf transpiration and CO2 exchange rates started to decrease, and leaf osmotic concentration131
started to increase shortly after the notching and girdling experiments (See Supplementary132
Materials Fig. S3). Leaf water potential started to decrease in the notching experiment while133
it started to increase in the girdling experiment (Fig. S3). The ratio between the gross134
photosynthesis rate (A) and leaf internal CO2 concentration (Ci) (representing ϕ in Equation135
5) was found to be well described by leaf osmotic concentration when all of the measurement136
points were pooled together (Fig. 2a, R2=0.60, N=58, p<0.001) as was assumed in our model137
formulation (Equation 5). The A/Ci ratio correlated also with leaf water potential, when all of138
the experiments were pooled together (Fig. 2b, R2=0.32, N=58, p<0.001). However, the139
correlation between water potential and A/Ci ratio was not as strong as the correlation140
between leaf osmotic concentration and A/Ci. This was due to the girdling experiments where141
the correlation between leaf water potential and osmotic potential was broken down (not142
shown) due to sink limitation, and where a strong correlation was found between A/Ci and143
osmotic concentration (R2=0.44, N=22, p<0.001), but not between A/Ci and leaf water144
potential (R2=0.02, N=18, p>0.05).145

146
Figure 3 demonstrates steady state relations in leaf (source), phloem and stem base147
(connected to the sink in roots) when stomatal conductance changes using the base case148
parameterization shown in Table 1. Leaf internal CO2 concentration increases with increasing149



stomatal conductance (Fig. 3a). Simultaneously, the non-stomatal limitations to150
photosynthesis increase, i.e. ϕ decreases (Fig. 3a) due to an increase in leaf osmotic151
concentration (Fig. 3b). Leaf osmotic concentration increases in line with decreasing water152
potential (Fig 3a) with the opening of the stomata so that turgor pressure is maintained at a153
value that allows the steady-state transport of the photosynthesized sugars in the phloem (Fig154
3b). Leaf water potential decreases slightly faster than the transpiration rate increases due to155
gradual loss of xylem hydraulic conductance due to cavitation (Fig. 3a). Phloem conductance156
decreases with increasing sugar concentration due to decreased phloem sap viscosity (Fig.157
3b). An increasing stomatal conductance leads to a decreasing water potential in the xylem,158
including the sink, while the maximum sink turgor pressure and osmotic concentration are159
found at an intermediate stomatal conductance (Fig. 3c). The maximum photosynthesis rate,160
phloem transport rate, and sink sugar utilization rates are found at exactly the same161
intermediate value of stomatal conductance  where the product of internal CO2 concentration162
and ϕ (for photosynthesis), sugar concentration, turgor pressure gradient and phloem163
conductance (for phloem transport) and sink turgor pressure (for sink sugar utilization) are at164
their maximum. This value of stomatal conductance where the metabolic rate is maximized is165
then searched iteratively in the numerical simulations that follow. No solution to Equations 6166
and 7 can be found for very large stomatal conductances (larger than shown in Fig 3) due to167
the fact that there is an upper limit to xylem transport capacity due to run-away cavitation168
(e.g. Tyree and Sperry, 1988; Hölttä and Nikinmaa, 2013).169

170
Fig. 4 demonstrates photosynthesis rate as a function of leaf internal CO2 concentration Ci171
when the ambient CO2 concentration is constant. Starting from point a, stomatal opening172
increases Ci and movement along the A-Ci curve where ϕ = 1 to the upper right diagonal173
direction.  But at the same time, stomatal opening causes ϕ to decrease as sugar concentration174
increases to a new steady state value between photosynthesis and phloem transport thus175
forcing a movement from the ϕ = 1 curve to a lower A-Ci curve (ϕ = 0.8 in this case), i.e.176
towards increased non-stomatal limitations, to point b. They key feature here is that177
movement along a given A-Ci curve is associated with a simultaneous movement down to a178
lower A-Ci curve due to increasing non-stomatal limitation. In this case, the movement from179
a to b due to stomatal opening is desirable as point b has a higher photosynthesis rate (A) than180
a. A further opening of the stomata would take from point b to point c, but this would lower181
the photosynthesis rate and thus no further opening of the stomata is predicted to occur. The182
increase in photosynthesis rate for a given increase in Ci along one A-Ci curve increases with183
a high photosynthetic capacity (α in Equation (4)) and high light (I in Equation 4), whereas184
the decrease to a lower A-Ci curve is more drastic with e.g. a high VPD, low xylem and185
phloem conductance, soil water status and sink strength, and with a low Co, i.e. increasing186
sensitivity of non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis.187

188
The value of stomatal conductance which maximizes the sustainable metabolic rate (i.e. the189
simultaneous photosynthesis, phloem transport and sink sugar utilization rate) is dependent190
on environmental conditions as well as on structural and functional parameters (Figure 5a).191
The well-known trends of increasing stomatal conductance with increasing PAR and soil192
water potential (and saturation at high PAR and soil water potential) were captured by the193
model (Fig 5a). Stomatal conductance was predicted to decrease with increasing VPD (g α194
dw

-0.50, R2= 0.99) and ambient CO2 concentration (g α Ca
-0.58, R2= 0.94 and g α Ca

-0.84 R2=195
0.998 when Ca>400 ppm) (Fig 5a). Stomatal conductance increased with increasing xylem196
and phloem hydraulic conductance, and with decreasing ψPLC50 and leaf area (g α Aleaf

-0.73,197
R2=0.99) (fig 5b). The predicted stomatal conductance was proportional to the square root of198
xylem hydraulic conductance (g α Kx

0.50, R2=0.99), but it had an almost on-off type relation to199



phloem conductance and ψPLC50, with very sharp impact with low conductivity and ψPLC50200
values followed with almost no impact with further increase in conductivity and ψPLC50.201
Stomatal conductance was predicted to increase with increasing C0 when a small C0, but then202
started to decrease with very high values of C0 (due to sink limitation).203

204
Stomatal conductance increased along with increasing photosynthesis rate in all cases, expect205
with increasing Ca (see Fig. S4a and b in comparison to Fig. 5). This is in line with earlier206
empirical stomatal conductance models (e.g. Ball et al., 1987; Medlyn et al., 2011). Non-207
stomatal limitations to photosynthesis generally tended to increase (decreasing ϕ) along with208
decreasing stomatal conductance with the most notable exceptions being with respect to light209
and PLC50 (see Fig. S4c and d in comparison to Fig. 5). The relative changes in ϕ were210
smaller than changes in stomatal conductance in all cases (not shown). When the non-211
stomatal limitations to photosynthesis were made to increase with decreasing leaf water212
potential (instead of increasing leaf sugar content), the results remained qualitatively similar213
(see Supplementary Materials Fig. S5). In this case stomatal conductance and the metabolic214
rate were constrained (although not to the same extent as in Fig. 5) at low phloem215
conductance and low sink strength by limits of phloem transport to increasing viscosity with216
increasing phloem sugar concentration (not shown).217

218
Model behaviour was more complex when source strength parameters (Vcmax and Jmax in219
Equations 3 and 4) and sink strength parameter αsink in Equations 10 were varied220
simultaneously (Fig. 6). An increasing sink (Fig. 6a) or source (Fig. 6b) strength increased221
the stomatal conductance up to a certain point, after which it plateaued. The increase in222
stomatal conductance with increasing sink or source strength was more pronounced when223
accompanied with a high source or sink strength, respectively. The maximum sustainable224
metabolic rate (photosynthesis rate, phloem transport rate and sink unloading rate) increased225
more with increasing sink strength when source rate was higher (Fig. 6c) and increasing226
source strength when sink strength was higher (Fig. 6d). A lower sink strength was always227
accompanied by a higher leaf sugar concentration (Fig. 6e) as higher sugar concentrations in228
the sink were required for a given sink sugar utilization rate, and this was transmitted as an229
increased sugar concentration to the source. The effect of source strength on sugar230
concentration was the opposite; low source strength decreased the sugar concentration as the231
phloem transport need decreased (Fig. 6f).232

233
Next we compared our solution for the stomatal conductance which maximized steady-state234
photosynthesis rate to the solution given by the unified stomatal control (e.g. Medlyn et al.,235
2011), i.e.,236

237

awCd
Aggg 10 +=238

239
where g0 and g1 are parameters. Ambient CO2 concentration (Ca), light intensity (I) and VPD240
(dw) were given as input to the model, and their values were varied three-fold (both ways)241
around their base case values simultaneously in the sensitivity analysis. Further, we varied242
soil-to-leaf hydraulic conductance Ktot (Kx and Ksoil in same proportion) in our simulations to243
see how the slope of the stomatal conductance in the unified stomatal control (g1) model244
would change. Since the unified stomatal control model uses photosynthesis rate as a245
predictor for stomatal conductance, a single solution for the optimal stomatal conductance246
cannot be obtained solely from environmental, structural and physiological parameters.247



Therefore, we used the assimilation rate predicted by our model as an input A to the unified248
stomatal control model. Our model predictions agreed quite well with the prediction of the249
unified stomatal control model, i.e. the prediction that there should be a linear relationship250
between g and A/(sqrt(dw)*Ca) (Fig. 7, black points R2=0.97). When we further varied Ktot our251
results continued to agree with predictions by unified stomatal control model while the slope252
g1 changed (Fig. 7). The slope g1 increased approximately in proportion to the square root of253
soil-to-leaf hydraulic conductance (not shown). Also changes in other structural and254
functional properties affected the slope (such as αsink,, C0), but to a much lesser extent, and255
not so clearly as the soil-to-leaf hydraulic conductance (not shown) as their effect on the256
predicted stomatal conductance was mediated mainly through changes in A, whereas changes257
in Ktot affected both A and the slope g1.258

259
Finally, we compared our numerical solution to the solution given by the optimal stomatal260
control model (Hari et al., 1986)261

262
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264
where λ is the “marginal cost of water” (which was chosen to be so that the stomatal265
conductance would get similar values in absolute terms) , and α and β are the light response266
parameters of photosynthesis, which were given values of 0.1 mol m-2s-1and 400 µmol m-2s-1,267
respectively (Hari et al., 1986). These values were chosen so that the photosynthetic light-268
response would be similar to the Farquhar model parameterization in our model. Now VPD269
(dw) and light (I) were varied three-fold (both ways) around their base case values270
simultaneously, while Ca was kept constant as the optimal stomatal model gives contradictory271
Ca responses (assuming constant λ). Again, the predictions of the two models coincided (Fig272
8a black points, R2=0.87), although the scatter was higher and there was more non-linearity273
in comparison to the unified stomatal control model. This may be due to the fact the optimal274
stomatal conductance model uses a different form of the photosynthesis function (see e.g.275
Hari et al., 1986). The slope, i.e. 1/sqrt(λ), increased again approximately in proportion to Ktot276
(not shown). Now also changes in other structural and functional parameters affected the277
slope; e.g. the slope increased with increasing sink strength (αsink) and C0 (see Supplementary278
Materials Fig. S6). When the changes in non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis were279
added to optimal stomatal conductance so that the solution for stomatal conductance in the280
above equation was multiplied by ϕ, the agreement between the models increased281
significantly (Fig. 8b, R2=0.98 for the base case parameterization, black points). Overall, our282
results imply that the square root of the marginal water cost of carbon gain (λ) in the optimal283
stomatal conductance model and g1 in the unified stomatal control model are linearly284
proportional to soil-to-leaf hydraulic conductance, i.e. stomatal conductance is proportional285
to the square soil-to-leaf hydraulic conductance. This is in line with the interpretation that g1286
is proportional to the square root of the marginal water cost of carbon gain (λ) (Medlyn et al.,287
(2011). Note that the λ in equation above after Hari et al. (1986) and Mäkelä et al. (1996) is288
the inverse of λ in the formulation by Cowan and Farquhar (1977) and Medlyn et al. (2011).289
In both model comparisons, changes in VPD (dw) and soil-to-leaf hydraulic conductance290
(Ktot) affect the predicted stomatal conductance exactly in the opposite manner, as their effect291
on leaf water potential is the opposite, i.e. ψleaf α Ktot/dw.292

293
294
295



Discussion296
297

Carbon assimilating leaves and carbon sinks are connected to each other through xylem and298
phloem so a key task of stomatal regulation is to match leaf gas exchange to the internal299
circulation of sap in trees. When water potential or sugar concentration of one tissue within a300
tree changes, xylem and phloem propagate this change to other tissues (Pantin et al., 2012,301
Nikinmaa et al., 2013). Since the rate of source and sink processes are dependent on water302
and carbohydrate status, changes in sink status will be reflected to source status and vice303
versa. Our numerical analysis utilizing this theoretical framework demonstrates that the304
previously well-known responses of stomatal behaviour are in good agreement with305
maximizing the photosynthesis rate in steady state when the above source-sink connection306
and tree hydraulics are considered (Figs. 5 and 6). The results from our numerical solution307
are very similar to the results from the widely applicable unified stomatal conductance model308
(Medlyn et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2015) (Fig. 7), and thus also very similar to the solutions by309
Ball et al. (1987) and Leuning (1995). In addition, our model makes stomatal behavior310
directly responsive to drought conditions and cases of sink limitation. Our model provides a311
potential explanation for the marginal water cost in the unified stomatal conductance model312
and optimal stomatal model, which until now have been estimated through empirical313
parameter fitting and been found to vary e.g. between plant functional types and in different314
environments (e.g. Mäkelä et al., 1996; Kolari et al., 2007; Prentice et al.. 2014; Lin et al.,315
2015).316

317
In our model simulations the stomatal and non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis are318
tightly coupled (Fig. 8). In essence, our prediction is similar also in this aspect to the319
prediction by the models of Ball et al. (1987), Leuning (1995) and Medlyn et al. (2011) since320
in these models stomatal conductance is proportional to photosynthesis rate. The wide321
usability of these models would suggest that such linking is frequent in trees. In our322
approach, the linking arises since assuming the feedback between the rate of photosynthesis323
and photosynthate accumulation allows us to find a stomatal conductance that balances gas324
exchange with sap circulation at a maximum possible photosynthetic rate. It has been evident325
for a long time that, at least at the longer time scale, for example during the progression of a326
drought, stomatal and non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis are coordinated with each327
other (e.g. Flexas and Medrano, 2002; Zhou et al., 2014; Manzoni, 2014). In addition, recent328
reviews have highlighted the dynamic nature of mesophyll conductance; mesophyll329
conductance can change as fast as stomatal conductance, i.e. within seconds or minutes330
(Flexas et al., 2008 and 2012, Kaiser et al., 2015) and regardless of how fast the331
environmental conditions change (Flexas et al., 2012). Typically mesophyll conductance has332
been found to change in parallel with stomatal conductance (Flexas et al., 2008), and midday333
depression of photosynthesis has been attributed to both stomatal and non-stomatal334
limitations to photosynthesis, even during non-drought conditions (e.g. Zhang and Gao, 2000;335
Nascimento and Marenco, 2013; Mediavilla et al., 2002). The reasons for changes in336
mesophyll conductance are not well understood, but factors that may contribute to variations337
in it are e.g. changes in carbonic anhydrase, aquaporin activity, and the area of chloroplasts338
facing intercellular spaces (Kaiser et al., 2015). We further hypothesize that one additional339
purely physical candidate for affecting mesophyll conductance could be the decrease in the340
aqueous phase diffusion coefficient for CO2 with increasing sugar concentration (e.g. Carrol341
et al., 2014).342

343
Most of the studies have linked increases in non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis to344
water stress, but also increasing sugar and starch concentration in leaves have been found to345



decrease photosynthetic production (e.g. Nafziger and Koller 1976; Iglesias et al., 2001;346
Goldschmidt and Huber, 1992; Myers et al., 1999). More specifically, increasing leaf sugar347
concentrations have been found to increase non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis348
(Turnbull et al., 2002; Hüve et al., 2006; Frank et al., 2006; Quentin et al., 2013; Kitao et al.,349
2015). However, the functional form of the relation between the decrease in A for a given Ci350
and light with increasing leaf sugar concentration has not been quantitatively and extensively351
tested (but see e.g. Franck et al., 2006 and our experimental results in Fig. 2). In general, it352
might be difficult to distinguish between the effects of leaf water potential vs. sugar353
concentration on photosynthesis since these two are so intimately linked to each other unless354
sink strength is changing or active osmoregulation is occurring.355

356
Our modelling results also demonstrate (Fig. 8) that the changes in non-stomatal limitations357
need not be extremely large since the concurrent decrease in stomatal conductance will358
prevent the non-stomatal limitations from decreasing excessively. Our analysis thus359
highlights the need for more studies on the nature of the non-stomatal limitations to360
photosynthesis and how they respond to changes in leaf water and sugar status. In any case,361
our results show that formulation such a feedback allows linking stomatal conductance with362
whole tree level water and source-sink relationships and provides very realistic stomatal363
behaviour. If this feedback is excluded from the model, then the maximum steady-state364
photosynthesis rate would only be limited by transport capacity of the xylem and phloem365
(Hölttä and Nikinmaa, 2013) and feasible outcome would include unrealistically high leaf366
sugar concentrations with a tendency for irregular stomatal behaviour, unless other concepts,367
such as the cost of water are introduced to the model formulation.368

369
Our analysis predicts that photosynthesis is simultaneously source and sink-limited (Fig. 6).370
When source strength is very high then sink strength will start to affect photosynthetic371
production and vice versa. In the model results increasing source strength above a given372
threshold does not increase photosynthesis rate without a simultaneous increase in sink373
strength and vice versa (Fig. 6). High source strength and low sink strength are predicted to374
increase osmotic concentration and turgor pressure at the sink. In the case that photosynthesis375
is source limited while sink strength is very high, sugar concentration is predicted to change376
hand in hand with water potential, but in the case of sink limitation, leaf sugar concentration377
is predicted to increase much faster than leaf water potential decreases (i.e. turgor pressure378
increases). If sink strength decreases, then the osmotic concentration and turgor pressure at379
the sink have to increase even more than sink water potential decreases to maintain a constant380
rate of sink sugar consumption. This is reflected to the source through the phloem as an381
increase in both osmotic concentration and turgor pressure. Turgor pressure and osmotic382
concentration have to be raised even more in source in comparison to the sink in case phloem383
transport capacity is decreased. A high turgor pressure in the leaf is thus predicted to reflect384
sink limitation and a low turgor pressure source limitation (Patrick, 2013). If the high leaf385
turgor pressure is accompanied with high sink turgor pressure, then the sink limitation is386
caused by insufficient sink strength. If not, then the sink limitation is caused by low phloem387
transport capacity. Note that by sink limitation we here mean that the rate of sugar utilization388
for a given sugar concentration or turgor pressure is low, i.e. we do not distinguish whether389
the sugars are utilized in growth, respiration, storage, soil exudation or some other processes.390

391
The major limitations of our model are that 1) it is a steady state model in which 2) sucrose is392
assumed to be the only osmotic component. The steady state assumption does not allow for393
buffering of short time scale imbalances between photosynthetic production rate, phloem394
transport rate and sink sugar utilization rate by e.g. starch dynamics or elastic changes in395



tissue volume; this would require the use of a dynamic model. A dynamic analysis is very396
challenging since each of the processes involved in the theoretical framework can reach a397
steady state at different time scales ranging from less than seconds for the light reactions of398
photosynthesis (Porcar-Castell et al., 2014) to hours or days for the phloem sugar399
concentration (Thompson and Holbrook 2003). The stomatal conductance that maximizes a400
metabolic rate would thus depend on the time scale on which that optimization problem is401
done on (Nikinmaa et al., 2013). However, it is possible that stomatal responses could402
anticipate future equilibrium states (Pantin et al., 2012; Nikinmaa et al., 2013). In fact,403
stomatal closure and increases in non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis in response to a404
decrease in sink strength have been found to occur before noticeable accumulation of sugar405
and starch in the leaves (Nebauer et al., 2011). Trees are hierarchical structures and most406
likely leaves are in steady-state to proximal woody axes that changes dynamically as the407
more distal parts react to e.g. soil moisture changes. The big difference between the pressure408
propagation due to hydrostatic vs. osmotic reasons causes an interesting further aspect to409
whole tree level response dynamics. While the transpiration driven pressure changes410
propagate through a large tree in minutes, changes in sugar concentration may take days).411
Against that background, the assumption of sucrose being the only osmotically active412
substance links the sugar concentration dependence of both photosynthesis and sink sugar413
consumption to osmotic regulation too strongly. It does not take into account that smaller414
molecular mass sugars, such as glucose and fructose (e.g. Woodruff, 2014), or other solutes,415
such as potassium, could produce a higher ratio of osmotic concentration to phloem sap416
viscosity with also an impact on the tree level response dynamics.417

418
A major advantage of our approach is that it links source-sink reactions through xylem and419
phloem transport, offering a way to understand their mutual interactions within a tree. Our420
results suggest that there are thresholds of phloem conductivity and xylem vulnerability to421
cavitation that cause stomata to close (Fig. 5b). Runaway cavitation has been long identified422
as a critical boundary condition for stomatal opening (Tyree and Sperry, 1988). The predicted423
response of stomatal conductance to ψPLC50 and phloem conductivity are highly non-linear;424
excess resistance to cavitation or phloem transport capacity beyond a certain level brings only425
marginal benefit. A very vulnerable xylem causes leaf water potential to decrease quickly.426
Similarly, a very low phloem conductance causes sugars to build up in the leaves, increasing427
the non-stomatal limitation to photosynthesis. Above a threshold phloem conductance, sink428
activity limits phloem transport. One would thus expect the phloem conductance of trees to429
be linked to the maximum attainable photosynthetic rate, in the same way as the ψPLC50 value430
is related to the minimum water potential a tree is likely to experience (Choat et al., 2012). It431
seems unlikely that trees would build extra phloem transport capacity due to its high nitrogen432
costs (Hölttä et al., 2013). In contrast to phloem conductance, increasing the xylem433
conductance increased the predicted stomatal conductance (Fig. 5b). Also some previous434
studies indicate that xylem conductance increases faster than phloem conductance as trees435
grow in size (Hölttä et al., 2013). However, xylem conductance is coupled with xylem436
vulnerability to cavitation as both depend on the pit membrane characteristics (Cochard,437
2006), complicating the relationship between xylem conductance and optimum stomatal438
conductance. It is therefore possible that the minimum vulnerability to cavitation may impose439
a maximum level of xylem conductivity (Gleason et al., 2016).440

441
The present approach does not suggest a physiological mechanism for stomatal regulation but442
shows plant level implications of leaf gas exchange that reproduce observed features when443
carbon uptake is maximized. The key dynamic feature that reflects the processes in the444
different parts of plant is the sugar concentration in leaves. Recently, it has been suggested445



that sucrose mediated by hexokinases and ABA could directly induce closing of guard cells446
(Kelly et al., 2013). This, together with the feedbacks from sugar sensing pathways to447
photosynthetic rate (Granot et al., 2013) could represent the mechanisms that generate the448
predicted behaviour. In any case, our approach shows a framework of physiologically449
quantifiable processes that produce in concert the known features of stomatal behaviour.450

451
Materials and methods452

453
Interactions between source, transport and sink454

455
The interconnections and the underlying mathematical formulation used amongst456
transpiration, photosynthesis, xylem and phloem transport, soil water status, and sink sugar457
status are depicted in Fig. 1. The driving forces of water vapour and CO2 exchange with the458
atmosphere through the stomata are the difference in their concentrations between the459
ambient air and leaf internal space. The utilization of CO2 in photosynthesis creates and460
maintains the difference in the CO2 concentration required for CO2 inflow. The sugars461
assimilated by photosynthesis are passed passively along the concentration gradient in trees462
(Turgeon, 2010) from the mesophyll cells to the phloem. The assimilated sugars draw water463
osmotically to the leaf phloem from the adjacent xylem tissue to maintain water potential464
equilibrium and simultaneously increase phloem hydrostatic (turgor) pressure. This positive465
pressure in the leaf phloem pushes water and dissolved sugars in the direction of the pressure466
gradient towards locations where the sugars are used in carbon sinks. Sugar utilization in the467
sink lowers the sink osmotic concentration, and also the turgor pressure as water potential468
equilibrium between the xylem and phloem is maintained at all locations in the tree. In the469
absence of sufficient sugar utilization in the sink, sugar concentration increases in the phloem470
and also in the leaves.471

472
An important aspect is that all of the processes described in Fig. 1 are coupled to each other473
and constrained by one another. A change in one variable, e.g. pressure, concentration,474
resistance or enzymatic rate constant (e.g. Vcmax in leaf or αsink in sink), at one location will475
induce changes in pressure and concentration at all other locations within the plant. In steady476
state, the transpiration rate (E) must equal xylem sap flow rate (Jx) and rate of water uptake477
from the soil. CO2 assimilation rate (A) must equal the phloem sap flow rate (Jp), which in478
turn must equal the rate of sugar utilization at sink. Xylem and phloem are tightly479
hydraulically coupled (e.g. Pfautsch et al., 2015; Steppe et al., 2015) so that phloem turgor480
pressure plus osmotic pressure must equal xylem water potential in all parts of the tree.481
Xylem conductance (kx) is dependent on xylem water potential due to embolism formation by482
cavitation, and phloem conductance is dependent on sugar concentration due to viscosity.483
Transpiration, soil water availability, photosynthesis and sugar utilization at the sinks, and the484
conductances for diffusion and mass flow, set the gradients for xylem and phloem transport.485

486
Model Description487

488
Leaf gas exchange489

490
The driving force for stomatal gas exchange of CO2 is the difference between the CO2491
concentration in ambient air (Ca, molar fraction of CO2 in ambient air) and CO2 concentration492
in the intercellular air spaces inside the leaves (Ci, molar fraction of CO2 in the intercellular493
air spaces). The (leaf-area specific) rate of CO2 diffusion (DCO2, mol m-2s-1) to the leaf494
internal space is495



496
( )iaCO CCgD -=2 (1)497

498
where g is stomatal conductance (mol m-2s-1). Similarly for water, the rate of (leaf-area499
specific) water vapor diffusion to the air (E, m3 m-2s-1) is500

501
( ) 3_3_ 6.16.1 mmolwmmolai FgdFWWgE =-= (2)502

503
where Wi and Wa are the intercellular and ambient molar fractions of water vapor504
(molH20/molair ), Fmol-m3 is a factor (18*10-6 m3mol-1) for converting the units of transpiration505
rate from molm-2s-1 to m3m-2s-1 to match the units of xylem water transport rate (Equation 6)506
and dw is vapor pressure deficit (VPD, molH20/molair). The factor 1.6 in Equation (2) arises as507
stomatal conductance is expressed for CO2, and the corresponding value for water is 1.6508
times larger.509

510
At steady state, the rate of CO2 consumption in photosynthesis in the chloroplasts (A) must be511
the same as the rate of diffusion from the ambient air (DCO2). Photosynthesis was modelled512
according to the Farquhar model (e.g. Farquhar et al., 1980; Sharkey et al., 2007).513
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and Vcmax,, J, Jmax, Γ, Kc, O, Ko, q, Θ are parameters of the Farquhar photosynthesis model521
(see Table 1), and I is light intensity.522

523
The photosynthetic parameters Vcmax and J were made to be dependent on leaf sugar524
concentration to account for the changes in the non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis.525
The changes in the non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis were modelled by multiplying526
the maximum values of Vcmax and J, Vcmax,0 and J0, respectively, by a unit less factor ϕ (ϕ≤1).527

528

0max,max cc VV f= (4a)529

530
and531

532

0JJ f= (4b)533
534

Because the functional form for the relationship between the changes in the non-stomatal535
limitations to photosynthesis and leaf sugar concentration is not known, we applied a linear536
relationship between them537

538
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540
where C0 is the sugar concentration at which photosynthesis vanishes. A similar function of541
linearly increasing non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis with increasing leaf sugar542
concentration was used in the models of Nikinmaa et al. (2013) and Mencuccini et al. (2015)543
and is also supported by the measurements in this study (see Fig. 1). Changes in Vcmax and J544
were here conducted simultaneously as they typically vary in concert (Wullschleger, 1993;545
Meir et al., 2002). Also Zhou et al. (2013) found that whether the non-stomatal limitations to546
photosynthesis are included in the Vcmax or Jmax term makes a little difference to the final547
result. Leaf respiration was not included in the model formulation. Photosynthesis rate was548
modelled as a function of leaf internal CO2 concentration (Ci), instead of CO2 concentration549
in chloroplasts. This way the changes in Vcmax and J0 implicitly include the changes in both550
mesophyll conductance and in the biochemistry of photochemistry, i.e. changes in e.g.  RuBP551
utilization and regeneration.552

553
Non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis have been quantified as a function of both leaf554
sugar content (Cleaf) e.g. in Turnbull et al. (2002) and Frank et al. (2006) and leaf water555
otential (e.g. Kellomäki and Wang 1996; Zhou et al., 2014). Modelling the non-stomatal556
limitations as a function of leaf water potential would lead to a very similar outcome except557
in the situation where sink strength changes since leaf water potential and osmotic558
concentration are in other cases very well coupled. The formulation used, i.e. the sugar559
concentration dependence, allows us to capture the effects of both water stress and decreased560
sink sugar utilization rate on photosynthesis and stomatal conductance.561

562
Since the relation between leaf sugar concentration and the non-stomatal limitations to563
photosynthesis turn out to be important relations affecting the model behavior and so few564
quantitative description on this relation can be found in the literature, we performed565
laboratory measurements to approximately quantify this relation for Scots pine seedlings (see566
Laboratory measurements section).567

568
Xylem and phloem transport569

570
Leaf area-specific water flux from the root to the leaf (Jx) is described as a function of the571
leaf area-specific xylem hydraulic conductance (Kx, m Pa-1 s-1), which decreases with572
decreasing water potential due to cavitation according to a Pammenter type vulnerability573
curve (Pammenter and Willingen, 1998), and the water potential difference between the root574
(ψroot) and leaf (ψleaf)575

576
577

(6)578
579

where axylem is the slope of the vulnerability curve and ψPLC50 is the water potential where half580
of the initial hydraulic conductance of the xylem Kx,0 has been lost due to cavitation. Water581
flow rate from the soil to root is the same as the water flow rate in the xylem582

583
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where Ksoil,sat is soil hydraulic conductivity at saturation, ψe is the air entry point, asoil is a587
parameter depending on soil characteristics (Campbell, 1974). The total soil-to-leaf hydraulic588
conductance (Ktot) is thus Ktot

-1 = Kx
-1 + Ksoil

-1.589
590

Leaf-area specific phloem transport rate (Jp) is591
592

593
(8)594

595
where Kp is phloem hydraulic conductance (which is dependent on temperature and sugar596
concentration due to its viscosity dependence), Pleaf and Proot are the turgor pressures in the597
leaf and root, and η(Cleaf)is viscosity (in relation to pure water).598

599
Xylem and phloem water potential (ψ) are at equilibrium both in the leaves (source) and roots600
(sink).601

602
(9)603

604
where C and P are the sugar concentration and turgor pressure (either leaf or sink phloem), R605
is the molar gas constant and T is temperature (K).606

607
Sugar utilization in sinks608

609
Sugar unloading rate, i.e. sugar utilization rate in sinks (U), is described as a function of610
phloem sugar concentration at the sink with a Michaelis-Menten type function (e.g.611
Thompson and Holbrook, 2003)612

613
614

(10)615
616
617

where αsink and βsink are parameters. In addition, a condition was imposed that turgor pressure618
has to remain larger than zero at the sink. This condition did not affect the model results619
except in the case where soil water potential decreased below or sink strength increased620
above its base case value.621

622
Model runs with numerical model623

624
As the whole set of coupled Equations (1) to (10) cannot be solved analytically without some625
assumptions relaxed, we resort to a numerical steady state solution of these equations where626
the transpiration rate (E in Equation 2) is set to the xylem transport rate (Jx in Equation 6),627
and the CO2 assimilation rate (A in Equation 1) to phloem transport rate (Jp in Equation 8)628
and the rate of sugar utilization in the sinks (U in Equation 10). The equations were solved629
iteratively using a self-made algorithm in Fortran 90. Briefly, stomatal conductance is630
changed from zero to its maximum value of 0.1 mol m-2 s-1. For each stomatal conductance631
and environmental driving variables one combination of photosynthesis rate, transpiration632
rate, xylem water potential at source and sink, phloem pressure and concentrations at source633
and sink is found where the system is in steady state. There is only one source and sink in the634
model, which represent the leaves and roots, respectively (see Fig. 1a). The algorithm then635
chooses the stomatal conductance which yields the highest photosynthesis rate.636
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637
In the results section we first demonstrate model behaviour in terms of varying stomatal638
conductance with a standard set of parameters and environmental driving variables (Table 1).639
We then use the model to find the stomatal conductance which maximizes the simultaneous640
photosynthesis, phloem transport and sink sugar utilization rate as a function of641
environmental conditions and structural parameters, i.e. use the model to predict the optimal642
stomatal conductance when each of the environmental conditions and structural parameters643
are varied at a time. Next, we find the numerical optimal solution for stomatal conductance644
when VPD, ambient CO2 concentration and tree structural and functional properties are645
varied together, and compare this to the analytical solution of stomatal conductance given by646
the unified stomatal conductance model (e.g. Medlyn et al., 2011), which has been tested in647
field conditions at numerous sites (e.g. Lin et al., 2015), and optimal stomatal control model648
(Hari et al., 1986)649

650
Laboratory measurements651

652
We performed experiments on Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) seedlings in the laboratory to653
quantify the relationship between leaf osmotic concentration and non-stomatal limitation to654
photosynthesis expressed in Equation 5. The seedlings of approximately 1 meter in height655
and 2 cm diameter at base were brought inside the lab approximately one week before the656
measurements and were well watered. During the experiment, they were kept in constant657
environmental conditions (PAR ~ 400 μmol m-2 s-1, VPD ~ 0.01 mol mol-1, ambient CO2658
concentration ~450 ppm, temperature ~ 22 oC) for 3 to 8 hours. The needles inside the659
cuvette were kept in the same environmental conditions as the other needles. After a660
stabilisation period of approximately one hour, some of the seedlings (n=3) were girdled and661
some were notched (n=4) on the branch, approximately 20 cm from the point of measurement662
of leaf gas exchange, while some seedlings were kept intact (n=3). Girdling and notching663
treatments were used to make the water and osmotic potentials and leaf gas exchange to vary664
as much as possible. Notching was done by incising the xylem in one location with a razor665
blade in order to decrease xylem hydraulic conductance and thus leaf water potential (Sperry666
et al. 1993). Girdling was done to prevent phloem transport below the girdle to increase leaf667
sugar concentration and cause sink limitation without a decrease in leaf water potential.668
During the experiments, leaf gas exchange (water and CO2) was measured with a flow-669
through gas exchange measurement system (GFS-3000, Walz, Germany), leaf osmotic670
concentration was measured with a freezing point osmometer (Osmomat-030, Gonotec,671
Berlin, DE) and water potential was measured with a PMS pressure chamber. Note that the672
osmometer actually measures osmolality (units: mol kg-1), but we approximate this to be the673
same as osmotic concentration (units: mol l-1) since these two are very close to each other in674
dilute solutions such as ours. Needles for the osmotic concentration and water potential675
measurements were collected close to the point of leaf gas exchange measurements. For the676
osmotic concentration measurements 3 to 5 pairs of needles were first sealed in set in silica-677
based membrane collection tubes (GeneJET Plasmid Miniprep Kit, Thermo Scientific,678
Massachusetts, USA) and then dipped in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 oC. Within a week,679
they were thawed and centrifuged at 14000 g for 10 min (Heraeus Fresco 17, Thermo680
Scientific, Massachusetts, USA). The resulting sap obtained was measured with the681
osmometer without delay. Measurements were conducted in May and June in 2015 in the682
laboratory at the Department of Forest Sciences in Helsinki University. The gross683
photosynthesis rate (A) was calculated by adding the respiration rate to the net CO2684
assimilation rate (assumed constant as temperature was kept constant) from the net leaf CO2685
exchange rate. Respiration rate was measured at the beginning and end of the experiment by686



keeping the seedling in the dark for at least 15 minutes. Since the light and ambient CO2687
levels were kept constant and the variation in Ci was so small in our experiments, changes in688
non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis (ϕ in Equation 5), were calculated from the A to Ci689
ratio (see Supplementary Materials Figs. S1 and S2).690
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Tables947
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949
950

Table 1. List of symbols, environmental drivers and parameters (based on a typical day for951
Scots pine trees at SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä, Southern Finland, when possible)952

953
Symbol Meaning

E leaf area specific transpiration rate (m3 m-2s-1)

Jx leaf area specific xylem sap flow rate (m3 m-2 s-1)

Jsoil leaf area specific rate of root water uptake from soil (m3 m-2 s-1)

A leaf area specific CO2 assimilation rate (mol m-2s-1)

Jp leaf area specific phloem sap flow rate (mol m-2s-1)

U leaf area specific phloem unloading rate of sugars (mol m-2s-1)

Ψleaf leaf water potential (MPa)

Ψroot root water potential (MPa)

Ψsoil soil water potential (MPa)

Cleaf leaf phloem sugar concentration (mol m-3)

Csink sink phloem sugar concentration (mol m-3)

Pleaf leaf phloem turgor pressure (MPa)

Psink sink phloem turgor pressure (MPa)



g stomatal conductance (mol m-2 s-1)**

Fmol-m3 unit conversion factor (18*10-6 m3mol-1)

Kx xylem hydraulic conductance (m Pa-1s-1)

Ksoil soil hydraulic conductance (m Pa-1s-1)

Ktot soil-to-leaf hydraulic conductance (m Pa-1s-1)***

ϕ relative decrease in A due to non-stomatal limitations (unit less)

Ci
leaf internal CO2 concentration (ppm)

R a physical constant (8.314 J K-1 mol-1)

T temperature (300 K)****

η viscosity of phloem sap (unit less) *

*Expressed in relation to pure water (0.001 Pa*s), for phloem viscosity is calculated as a954
function of phloem sugar concentration.955
**Expressed per total leaf area (and not projected leaf area) for CO2. The conductance for956
water is 1.6 times higher.957
***Ktot = (Kx

-1 + Ksoil
-1)-1958

***Used only in calculating osmotic potential959
960
961

Environmental driver Base case value

Ca ambient CO2 concentration 400ppm

dw vapor pressure deficit (VPD) 0.01 mol mol-1

I light intensity (PAR)  200 μmol m-2 s-1

Ψsoil soil water potential -0.1 MPa

962
963
964

Parameter Base case value

ψPLC50 ψ at which half of xylem conductance is lost -3 MPa (Cochard et al. 2005)

Ac slope of the xylem vulnerability curve 2*10-6Pa-1 (Estimated)

Kx,0 leaf-area specific xylem conductance 4*10-13 m Pa-1s-1*

Kp leaf-area specific phloem conductance 3*10-14 m Pa-1s-1*



Ksoil,sat hydraulic conductance of saturated soil 3*10-6 m3Pa-1s-1 (Duursma et al. 2008)

Ψe soil parameter -0.68 kPa (Duursma et al. 2008)

asoil soil parameter 2.7 (Duursma et al. 2008)

αsink and βsink sink parameters  5*10-5 mol s-1 and 500 mol m-3 **

Co Cleaf at which photosynthesis goes to zero  1500 mol m-3 ***

Vcmax Farquhar photosynthesis model parameter 50 *10-6 mol m-2 s-1****

Jmax Farquhar photosynthesis model parameter 110*10-6 mol m-2 s-1****

Γ Farquhar photosynthesis model parameter 38 ppm

O Farquhar photosynthesis model parameter 210000 ppm

Ko Farquhar photosynthesis model parameter 420000 ppm

Kc Farquhar photosynthesis model parameter 275 ppm

θ Farquhar photosynthesis model parameter 0.5

q Farquhar photosynthesis model parameter 0.14

*Based on Nikinmaa et al. (2013)965
**Chosen so that sink osmotic concentration would be reasonable,  ~ 300 mol m-3 which we966
have typically measured on Scots pine trees (unpublished)967
***Laboratory measurements on seedlings showed ~1000 mol m-3 (see Fig. 2a), but this was968
increased to 1500 mol m-3 to match field observations969
****Based on Kolari et al. (2014) for Scots pine trees970

971
972

Figure legends973
974

Fig. 1. Connections between source, transport and sink processes, and the governing975
equations used in the model. A: Expressed in mathematical relations, and B: drawn as976
graphs.977

978
Fig. 2. A: Measured relations between leaf osmotic osmolality and the ratio979
between photosynthesis rate (A) and leaf internal CO2 concentration Ci. B:980
Measured relations between leaf water potential and the ratio between981
photosynthesis rate (A) and leaf internal CO2 concentration Ci.982

983
Fig. 3. Model behaviour as a function of stomatal conductance in terms of A:984
photosynthetic production, B: phloem transport, C: sink sugar utilization, using985
base case parameterization shown in Table 1.986

987



Fig. 4. A schematic figure of the photosynthesis rate as a function of leaf988
internal CO2 concentration Ci when ambient CO2 concentration is held constant.989
Stomatal opening increases Ci and causes movement along any A-Ci curve (ϕ =990
1, ϕ = 0.8 or ϕ = 0.6) to the upper right diagonal direction. Stomatal opening991
simultaneously causes ϕ to decrease thus forcing a movement to a lower A-Ci992
curve.993

994
Fig. 5. A: The value of stomatal conductance which maximizes the sustainable995
metabolic rate (i.e. the simultaneous photosynthesis, phloem transport and sink996
sugar utilization rate) predicted by the model as a function of soil water997
potential (ψsoil), VPD, light level (PAR), ambient CO2 concentration (Ca), and998
B: xylem hydraulic conductance (Kx), phloem hydraulic conductance (Kp), leaf999
sugar concentration at which photosynthesis goes to zero (Co), ψPLC50 and leaf1000
area (Aleaf). Each parameter was varied independently while the others were kept1001
at their base case values. When ψPLC50 was varied, the value of the parameter1002
axylem in Equation 7 (the slope of the vulnerability curve) was also changed in1003
inverse proportion to retain the proportionality between these two parameters.1004

1005
Fig. 6. Model behaviour when source strength (α in Equation 4) and sink1006
strength (αsink in Equation 9) are varied simultaneously: A and B: stomatal1007
conductance maximizing metabolic rate, C and D: the maximum sustainable1008
metabolic rate, and E and F: leaf osmotic potential (e and f).1009

1010
Fig. 7. Comparison of our model behaviour with the unified stomatal control1011
model (e.g. Medlyn et al. 2011) when PAR (I), Ca and VPD (dw) are varied1012
simultaneously using different values for soil-to-leaf hydraulic conductance1013
(Ktot). The values for all of the other parameters were kept as in the previous1014
simulations, i.e. the base case values shown in Table 1.1015

1016
Fig. 8. A: Comparison of our model behaviour with the optimal stomatal1017
control model (e.g. Medlyn et al. 2011) when PAR (I) and VPD (dw) are varied1018
simultaneously using different values for soil-to-leaf hydraulic conductance1019
(Ktot). The values for all of the other parameters were kept as in the previous1020
simulations, i.e. the base case values shown in Table 1. B: The same as A, but1021
now the prediction by the optimal stomatal control model was multiplied by ϕ to1022
account for the changes in non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis.1023

1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
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